The landscape of global development is evolving, with new challenges and opportunities emerging on the horizon. As we navigate these complexities, the power of collaboration, innovation and impactful action becomes increasingly apparent. This paper synthesises the insights from a vibrant Online Written Discussion, “Together for 2024”.

66 Business Fights Poverty community members joined our panel and shared 370 comments, with a total audience to date of 1,600 people, showcasing a rich tapestry of perspectives and expertise.

The aims were to harness collective wisdom and answer the following questions:

- What are the key challenges you are facing for 2024?
- What are the top opportunities you are seeing in 2024?
- What are some examples and ways for business to scale and deepen impact through partnership?
- What is the one takeaway or action we need to take forward?

We extend our gratitude to all participants for their contributions. Below is a high-level summary of the key insights.
QUESTION 1: What are the key challenges you are facing for 2024?

The Online Written Discussion revealed multifaceted challenges for 2024, centring around climate resilience, economic instability, digitalisation, social cohesion and strategic partnerships.

Participants identified the urgent need for climate adaptation strategies that support smallholder farmers and address the gendered impacts of climate change, emphasising scalable solutions and local ownership to foster sustainable agricultural practices.

Economic uncertainty, exacerbated by geopolitical tensions and rising living costs, highlighted the critical need for inclusive business practices and adjustments in living wages to combat growing inequality.

The integration of digital tools was recognised for its potential to advance sustainability goals, yet raised concerns about the digital divide and the importance of ensuring technology supports inclusivity.

Responses stressed the importance of rebuilding social cohesion and trust amidst a backlash against inclusive strategies, and of advocating for locally relevant solutions that engage diverse populations. The discussion underscored the difficulty of advancing cooperative efforts without active government participation, particularly in election years, highlighting the need for cross-sector partnerships and a balanced approach to safeguarding practices that respect local contexts.

This comprehensive dialogue reflects the interconnectedness of these challenges and the imperative for a collaborative, multifaceted approach to navigate the complexities of 2024.

URGENT NEED FOR CLIMATE RESILIENCE AND ADAPTATION

The discussion kicked off by underscoring the critical challenge of climate change, highlighting its direct impact on agriculture, livelihoods and the broader ecosystem. The urgent need for scalable solutions to support smallholder farmers stood out as a pivotal strategy to incentivise regenerative agricultural practices. This approach not only addresses the loss of livelihoods but also fosters a transition towards a more sustainable and climate-resilient agricultural sector. Engaging women and the gendered effects of climate-induced migration in these strategies is vital, reflecting the nuanced impact of climate change across different communities. Collaborative efforts, such as the Africa Sustainable Commodities Initiative, exemplify the importance of locally driven solutions, reinforcing the need for sector-wide transformation that transcends individual supply chains and integrates climate considerations into various developmental projects.

ECONOMIC INSTABILITY AND INEQUALITY AMPLIFICATION

Economic uncertainty, exacerbated by geopolitical tensions, continues to challenge the implementation of inclusive business practices. The rising cost of living and inflation disproportionately affect those with lower incomes, necessitating adjustments in living wages. It erodes trust and social cohesion. However, the commitment among some employers is waning due to economic pressures. The lack of affordable housing further strains the labour supply, emphasising the need for comprehensive strategies that address both immediate economic challenges and long-term inequality. Participants called for a concerted effort to demonstrate the benefits of inclusive practices, even as businesses face economic headwinds. This includes advocating for fair trade and ensuring that smallholder farmers remain competitive under new regulations like the EU Deforestation-free Products Regulation.

DIGITALISATION AND TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION AS A DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD

The discussion referred to the integration of digital tools and systems as a double-edged sword, offering significant potential for advancing sustainability goals while also presenting challenges related to the digital divide and technology-induced disparities. The emphasis on embedding digital solutions in field implementations and global sustainability policies highlights the need for careful navigation of the digital landscape. This involves ensuring that digitalisation serves as a lever for inclusivity and environmental stewardship rather than exacerbating existing inequalities. Moreover, the discussion underscored the importance of addressing technological biases and
fostering environments that support both safety and innovation, particularly in sectors vulnerable to digital harassment and abuse.

**BACKLASH AGAINST SOCIAL COHESION AND INCLUSIVE BUSINESS PRACTICES**

The backlash against inclusive strategies and the erosion of social cohesion were identified as significant challenges. Participants stressed the importance of finding common ground amidst diverse social and political views, advocating for solutions that are both locally relevant and locally owned. This underscores the necessity of engaging diverse populations in employment and demonstrating the tangible benefits of inclusivity in a tightening economy. Strategies that foster social cohesion and trust, particularly through the humanisation of stakeholder engagement, are crucial in overcoming the growing mistrust and polarisation affecting societal unity.

**HEADWINDS FACING STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS AND POLICY ENGAGEMENT**

The distraction of national governments due to elections and other domestic issues is hindering cross-sector partnerships on societal challenges. Participants shared the pressing need and challenge to design partnerships and initiatives that deliver real-world impact at scale, maintaining momentum on climate action and sustainable development without active government participation. Furthermore, navigating the fundraising environment, which remains extremely challenging, necessitates innovative approaches to ensure that capital markets and investment strategies are aligned with reducing contributions to inequality. The dialogue on safeguarding practices reveals a gap between Global North and South perspectives, calling for a balanced approach that respects local contexts while striving for universal standards in human rights and environmental stewardship.

**QUESTION 2: What are the top opportunities you are seeing in 2024?**

In the Online Written Discussion, 2024 was described as a constellation of opportunities emerging from a shift towards locally led development, legislative reforms, digital advancements, integrated approaches and public mobilisation for climate action. Innovations in legislation, such as Canada’s Labour Code Reform, underscore a global movement towards sustainable business practices, including the incorporation of cooperatives and a focus on socio-economic equality. This legislative momentum, coupled with a burgeoning awareness around climate change, sets the stage for transformative policy and practice approaches. The spotlight on digital livelihoods for displaced populations opens avenues for inclusive economic growth, with AI playing a pivotal role in enhancing data-driven policymaking, especially in addressing global challenges like the refugee crisis. The drive towards localising economies highlights the untapped potential of SMEs and Indigenous businesses, suggesting a renaissance in domestic economic growth. Moreover, public mobilisation and the advocacy for nature-based solutions underscore a collective will for environmental stewardship.

**PRIORITISING LOCALLY LED DEVELOPMENT AND SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS PRACTICES**

The opportunity to transform development by prioritising locally led initiatives is underscored by a collective push for reforms that enhance the representation and power of Low- and Medium-Income Countries (LMICs), particularly in Africa. Innovative legislation in countries like Canada that addresses precarious employment and facilitates the incorporation of cooperatives and employee-owned businesses, alongside global support for Indigenous businesses, marks an important shift towards equitable and sustainable economic models. The empowerment of local businesses, especially SMEs, through fairer trade agreements and progress in international tax conventions exemplifies a strategic opportunity to grow domestic economies and resource bases, aligning with global efforts to address socio-economic inequality and climate change.
LEVERAGING LEGISLATION AND POLICY FOR SOCIAL AND CLIMATE IMPACT

Participants discussed the legislation aimed at curtailing greenwashing and promoting nature-based solutions, which represents a significant stride towards environmental stewardship and ethical business practices. The European Parliament’s recent legislation to ban unfounded environmental claims by businesses sets a precedent for radical innovation, elevating the standards for corporate sustainability. Additionally, the increasing awareness and activism around socio-economic inequality and climate change are fostering a conducive environment for new policy and practice approaches, offering businesses a unique opportunity to influence government policies through progressive lobbying and to commit to meaningful social and environmental actions.

EXPLOITING DIGITAL ADVANCEMENTS FOR INCLUSIVE GROWTH AND CLIMATE SOLUTIONS

The surge in attention and funding towards digital livelihoods for displaced individuals opens new avenues for sustainable and scalable solutions, highlighting the potential of technology to foster inclusive economic growth. Companies’ interest in engaging displaced talent through direct hiring, freelancing or impact sourcing underscores a significant opportunity for integrating diverse talent pools into the global workforce. The digitalisation of economies, particularly in Africa, through platforms like the African Continental Free Trade Area, presents opportunities for reaching marginalised populations more effectively. Additionally, the role of AI in enhancing data collection and analysis for policy effectiveness presents a strategic opportunity for cross-sector collaboration to design and implement impactful policies.

EMBRACING INTEGRATED, MULTI-SECTORAL APPROACHES FOR SYSTEMIC CHANGE

The growing acknowledgement of the interconnectedness of development challenges has spurred interest in integrated, multi-sectoral approaches. This is visible in the rise of funding for programmes that operate at the nexus of health, governance, education, environment and agriculture, aiming for holistic change. This paradigm shift towards collaborative efforts across health, governance, education, environment and agriculture aims to deliver holistic change, emphasising the necessity of collective action for impactful solutions. The rise of funding for such integrated programmes, coupled with the recognition of the pivotal role of agriculture and food systems in achieving sustainable development goals, underscores the opportunity for transformative change through multisectoral partnerships.

CAPITALISING ON PUBLIC MOBILISATION AND TECHNOLOGY FOR CLIMATE ACTION

Public mobilisation for climate action, along with the increasing viability of nature-based and technological solutions, presents a key opportunity for businesses and governments alike. The collective drive towards just energy transitions, climate-neutral investments, and the leveraging of AI for climate action in developing countries indicates a broad-based commitment to sustainability. The engagement of children and youth in climate discussions, coupled with the advocacy for intergenerational dialogue, highlights the role of younger generations in driving transformative change. Additionally, the opportunity to leverage AI for climate action, as emphasised at COP28, and to foster partnerships across sectors can lead to an increase in climate-smart technology adoption, presenting a strategic opportunity for scaling up solutions to impact vulnerable communities and support a just energy transition.

QUESTION 3: What are some examples and ways for business to scale and deepen impact through partnership?

To effectively scale and deepen impact through partnerships, participants in the Online Written Discussion argued that businesses must focus on innovative practices and strategic alliances. A multifaceted approach emerged during the discussion, underscoring the power of collaboration across sectors. Sharing best practices within industries and forming strategic alliances with NGOs, educational institutions and government bodies are pivotal. Such partnerships facilitate the exchange of knowledge, promote sustainable and inclusive...
business practices, and align efforts with broader social and economic development goals. Key to this strategy is the engagement in public-private partnerships and initiatives that empower local communities through job creation and skill development. Additionally, embracing technological innovation and digital transformation through collaborations with tech firms and startups offers novel solutions to societal challenges. The role of partnerships in driving impact is further enhanced by integrating mechanisms for measuring success, ensuring accountability and fostering continuous improvement. This collective action approach not only amplifies impact but also ensures that businesses contribute meaningfully to societal progress, highlighting the essential role of cross-sectoral collaborations in achieving sustainable and inclusive growth.

**EMBRACING (UN)LEARNING AND INNOVATIVE LEARNING PRACTICES**

Participants felt that businesses must adopt a fundamental (un)learning approach, transitioning from traditional profit-driven models to purpose-driven and regenerative practices. This requires a paradigm shift in executive and managerial mindsets, cultivated during their formative business education. To accelerate this transition, new forms of learning and (un)learning that challenge conventional business practices must be scaled. Examples of transformative learning experiences could include partnerships with educational institutions and online platforms, like the collaboration with the Northern Alberta Institute of Technology (NAIT), facilitating continuous skill development and aligning workforce capabilities with emerging business paradigms. The development and implementation of robust mechanisms to measure the impact and success of partnerships was discussed to ensure metrics and benchmarks to track progress are established, furthering accountability and sharing outcomes. This focus is aimed at fostering a culture of continuous learning and improvement, enhancing the efficacy and transparency of partnerships.

**LEVERAGING IMPACT-BASED PARTNERSHIPS FOR SHARED CHALLENGES**

The P3 Impact Award was mentioned as an example that highlights the importance of establishing impact-based partnerships that address global challenges across all Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). These partnerships, which range in size and stage, offer scalable models and serve as invaluable learning resources. For example, strategic alliances with NGOs, nonprofits and academia demonstrate how businesses can enhance labour productivity and maintain employment through innovative uses of technology. Sharing best practices within and across industries, including those promoting decent work and inclusive business practices, further amplifies the capacity for businesses to collectively address shared challenges.

**SCALING STRATEGIC AND SUSTAINABLE PARTNERSHIPS ACROSS THE VALUE CHAIN AND SECTORS**

Strategic alliances, particularly those focusing on ethical standards and environmental responsibility within the supply chain, play a critical role in ensuring sustainable and responsible business operations. These collaborations range from engaging with fintech firms for financial inclusion to partnering with renewable energy providers for eco-friendly solutions. For example, the collaboration between AWS and EqualReach to support displaced talent illustrates how businesses can leverage partnerships to create job opportunities and support economic development, aligning business practices with broader social and economic development objectives. Moreover, engaging in multi-stakeholder partnerships, like the Consumer Goods Forum Forest Positive Coalition and the Palm Oil Collaboration Group, demonstrates the efficacy of collective efforts in addressing systemic issues and driving transformational change. Businesses are encouraged to invest in longer-term strategic partnerships that leverage the expertise of NGOs and address the needs of underserved communities. Engaging with youth voices in climate action, as seen in the MoU signed during COP28 between a regional office in Africa and the Swedish green innovation company Spowdi, highlights the potential of partnerships in bridging solutions to those who benefit most. Additionally, local partnerships, such as those developed by Waitrose and Eroski with local suppliers, underscore the diverse approaches to fostering collaboration and deepening impact.
FOSTERING PUBLIC-PRIVATE-CIVIL SOCIETY PARTNERSHIPS

The role of the private sector in impactful public-private-civil society partnerships is increasingly acknowledged as vital. Examples were shared of collaborations that enhance digital payment solutions, promote eco-friendly initiatives, and support community development through employment and skill-building programmes. Notably, partnerships that incorporate technology, such as AI for route optimisation and safety measures, exemplify how businesses can innovate while contributing to broader social and economic development objectives. Initiatives like BRAC’s climate-resilient cities and partnerships for digital payment solutions exemplify how such synergies can foster financial inclusion, sustainability and positive social impacts.

QUESTION 4: What is the one takeaway or action we need to take forward?

FOSTERING COLLABORATION AND PARTNERSHIP FOR SUSTAINABLE IMPACT

Participants believed that fostering collaboration and partnership are the keystone for sustainable impact across various domains, notably in addressing the challenges faced by smallholder farmers, gender equality, climate resilience and sustainable development. The emphasis lies on moving beyond the search for singular, universal solutions towards leveraging proven interventions through collaborative efforts. This approach requires bridging the gap between different stakeholders, including industry experts, academics, public officials and communities, to identify and scale cost-effective solutions.

SCALING PROVEN INTERVENTIONS THROUGH COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS

There was consensus around the necessity of continuous dialogue and building partnerships as critical pathways to achieving a more sustainable world. We need a shift from seeking “silver bullets” to a more integrative approach that scales proven interventions, thus contributing more effectively to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The discussion also stressed the importance of businesses integrating poverty reduction and sustainability into their core operations rather than treating them as peripheral concerns, ensuring that efforts towards social impact are not at odds with other business objectives.

ENHANCING IMPACT MEASUREMENT AND MANAGEMENT

An actionable takeaway focused on enhancing impact measurement and management. Investing in capabilities for sustainable data collection and embedding impact data into decision-making processes was highlighted as essential. This involves committing resources to develop high-quality data collection and utilisation systems, underpinned by the understanding that continuous improvement and learning from impact measurement can drive financial gains. As one of the participants suggested, “we need an Earthshot prize for confessions”, encouraging the sharing of mistakes and lessons learned to prevent the repetition of errors in future projects and programmes.

IN CONCLUSION

The key action moving forward is to cultivate a culture of collaboration, continuous improvement and transparent learning within and across sectors, fostering an environment where sustainable impact is integrated into the fabric of business operations and strategic partnerships.
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RESOURCES

The India Index 2023 assesses the performance of major Indian food & beverage manufacturers in nutrition and sustainability.

The Asci focuses on sustainable commodity production in Africa, demonstrating progress in local-driven actions and sector transformation.

The series explores the return on investment of women-inclusive operations in agricultural companies.

"The ART of Hope" discusses the restoration of trust and abundance within businesses and organisations.

Appen partners with Na’aml to provide annotation data work for refugee talent, agricultural companies.

The report highlights how INGOs and social entrepreneurs are collaborating to transform global development.


Major UK retailers commit to closing the Living Wage and Income Gaps in the banana sector by 2027.

B Corporation’s new standards draft aims to guide companies on impactful business actions and demonstrate the leadership role of B Corps in global sustainability.

The podcast episode explores a holistic approach to food systems, considering sustainability and equity.

The article discusses Nasdaq’s influence on the SEC’s plans for diversity disclosure, highlighting the trend towards more inclusive corporate governance.

Bond’s initiative compiles innovative solutions from international development sectors, promoting collaborative approaches to global challenges.

The article discusses Root Capital’s grants supporting women-led initiatives in adapting to climate change impacts.

The New Economy Roundtable focuses on innovative solutions for addressing poverty and enhancing economic inclusivity, fostering multi-sector collaborations.

The institute organises roundtables addressing various aspects of poverty, including the economy, insurance and energy.

Ashoka’s lab connects businesses with social entrepreneurs to foster innovation and employee engagement in sustainability.

ChildFund Philippines shares lessons from their response to Typhoon Odette, emphasising the importance of collective action.

This roundtable addresses energy poverty, seeking solutions for equitable energy access and sustainability.

The roundtable focuses on equitable access to insurance, addressing financial inclusion challenges.

The New Economy Roundtable focuses on innovative solutions for addressing poverty and enhancing economic inclusivity, fostering multi-sector collaborations.

The institute organises roundtables addressing various aspects of poverty, including the economy, insurance and energy.

The New Economy Roundtable focuses on innovative solutions for addressing poverty and enhancing economic inclusivity, fostering multi-sector collaborations.

Ashoka’s lab connects businesses with social entrepreneurs to foster innovation and employee engagement in sustainability.

ChildFund Philippines shares lessons from their response to Typhoon Odette, emphasising the importance of collective action.
RESOURCES cont.


  The report marks 2023 as the hottest year in recorded history, emphasising the urgency of addressing climate change.


  Cotton Connect offers insights into the impact of climate change on cotton communities in India, Bangladesh and Pakistan, revealing significant impacts on local livelihoods.


  CropIN leverages satellite imagery and cloud computing to provide localised agricultural insights to farmers.


  The CTCN report focuses on mobilising resources and delivering projects for collaborative climate partnerships.


  DOT focuses on digital inclusion for young women and men in the green economy, developing principles for this purpose.


  The coalition focuses on sustainable sourcing of key commodities, showcasing collaborative efforts for environmental impact.


  The report highlights the psychological impacts of climate change on children and youth, urging action to address these challenges.


  EqualReach’s collaboration with Na’amal supports displaced talent, connecting them with dignified job opportunities through outsourcing projects.


  EU rules to guarantee that the products EU citizens consume do not contribute to deforestation or forest degradation worldwide.


  Fairtrade calls for support to ensure farmers are not disadvantaged by anti-deforestation commitments, emphasising the need for fair funding for climate-resilient farming.


  The Fairtrade Foundation becomes the only global standard calculating a publicly available Living Wage Reference Price for banana workers.


  This report highlights the necessity of adapting economic systems to protect the planet and ensure the availability of commodities like chocolate, coffee and bananas.


  Fairtrade’s due diligence report aims to enhance transparency and responsibility in supply chains, emphasising collaboration with producers for sustainability.


  Fairtrade introduces the Fairtrade Base Wage in its Banana Hired Labour Standards to ensure minimum wages align with living wages.


  Fairtrade data reveals the increasing costs of banana production and the need for wage adjustments to keep pace with inflation.


  The Food Systems Countdown Initiative aims to monitor food systems transformation through 50 indicators across various themes.


  The EU’s approval of climate ESG reporting standards marks a significant step in standardised environmental reporting.
RESOURCES cont.

  This global movement encourages sharing stories of business failures to learn and grow from mistakes.

  The index explores opportunities arising from megatrends like AI, net-zero goals, and the circular economy up to 2030.

  This investor guide by Generation IM focuses on understanding deforestation risks and their impact on investments.

  GenU collaborates with the private sector to expand education, skill development, and employment opportunities for young people.

  The I-CAN initiative report outlines strategies for sustainable, climate-resilient, and healthy diets to reduce climate change costs.

  GIGA aims to connect schools worldwide to the internet and empower young learners through digital access.

  GCA discusses adaptation strategies for agriculture in Bangladesh, highlighting the role of BRAC’s Adaptation Clinics in supporting rural farmers.

  The ILO report outlines the growing issue of child labor in agricultural settings, exacerbated by climate change.

  The Learning Passport, an initiative by UNICEF, offers digital learning opportunities to children and young people globally.

  The article examines the role of AI in addressing food security challenges and its potential impacts.

- **LinkedIn.** (2023). Taskforce on Inequality and Social-related Financial Disclosures. LinkedIn. [https://www.linkedin.com/groups/9506540](https://www.linkedin.com/groups/9506540).
  LinkedIn hosts a group focused on the Taskforce aiming to develop financial disclosures related to inequality and social issues.

  The article discusses an MoU between ChildFund’s Regional Office in Africa and Spowdi, a Swedish green innovation company, to pioneer climate-smart farming technology.

  NAWI focuses on sustainable economic transformation in Berlin, offering diverse support and networking services for practical implementation.

  NextBillion’s LinkedIn newsletter shares the latest opportunities in business development within emerging markets.

  The article explains how lean thinking principles can enhance operations and impact in small and medium enterprises.

  This article addresses business solutions to menstrual health challenges in the Global South.

  NO MORE Foundation hosts a global panel discussing technology’s role in domestic violence, featuring experts from diverse countries.

  Nutrition Connect serves as a knowledge hub for public-private engagement in nutrition, featuring best practices and case studies.

  OHCHR’s General Comment No 26 emphasises children’s rights to a clean and healthy environment.

  This group addresses sustainability challenges in the palm oil industry through collaborative industry efforts.

This multi-stakeholder initiative focuses on responsible production principles in Africa’s tropical forests region.


Proforest focuses on landscape initiatives to address systemic environmental issues beyond individual supply chains or sectors.


Proforest’s methodology guides businesses in understanding and addressing deforestation and conversion-free commodities.


The programme trains Indigenous recruiters, fostering diversity and inclusion in the recruitment industry.


ReliefWeb discusses BRAC’s initiatives for creating climate-resilient, migrant-friendly towns through locally-led adaptation.


SHFund’s focus is on innovative market-based approaches for SDG target 6.2, particularly in national sanitation economies and menstrual hygiene marketplaces.


Save the Children shares insights on the challenges and opportunities of transitioning to a results-focused organisation.


This blog post explores how the Graduation Approach is evolving in response to climate change.

TED. (2023). What Can the Dog Park Teach Us About Bridging Great Societal Divides? TED. https://www.ted.com/talks/tim forn what can the dog park teach us about bridging great societal divides

A TED Talk illustrating how lessons from dog parks can help bridge societal divides.


The CGI’s Forest Positive Coalition outlines its strategy for landscape-level transformation in deforestation and livelihood improvement.


An MIT professor collaborates with firms to use AI and robotics as labor complements, enhancing productivity and job security.


This partnership focuses on a multisectoral approach integrating WASH, nutrition and immunisation programmes to address preventable diseases.


This initiative focuses on improving nutrition services and creating community-centred action plans to address barriers to nutrition access.


UNEP’s report states the adaptation finance needs of developing countries are significantly higher than current international public finance flows.


The UNFCCC launches a challenge at COP28 to utilise artificial intelligence in climate action, particularly in developing countries.


UNHCR’s statistics highlight the largest increase in refugees since its founding, due to conflicts like in Ukraine.


The report covers global humanitarian actions for children, focusing on areas of political instability and conflict.
UNICEF’s education section addresses the gap in education and skills among youth, focusing on providing equitable learning opportunities.

The health section on UNICEF’s website addresses global health inequities and their impact on children and youth.

This report explores strategies for ensuring water security and improving WASH (Water, Sanitation and Hygiene) conditions globally.

This report details the impact of climate change on children, emphasising the need for urgent action.

This initiative by UNICEF aims to ensure sustainable and climate-resilient water services for every child.

UNICEF’s platform focuses on the mental health issues affecting children and young people worldwide.

USCIB’s initiative aims to engage businesses in advancing the UN’s Common Agenda with a focus on science, solidarity and sustainability.

WASAN Network’s article discusses the role of impact networks in addressing global division and challenges.

The WEF article discusses the impact of climate change on agriculture in Bangladesh and strategies for resilience.

The WEF’s report offers insights into the state of social enterprise, highlighting significant contributions to job creation and addressing inequality.

The publication showcases over 50 social enterprises addressing climate adaptation challenges.

WWF’s database map provides a collection of nature-based projects addressing societal challenges, promoting biodiversity preservation and environmental revitalisation.

The coalition focuses on addressing and improving mental health issues among youth globally.

RESOURCES cont.
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ANNEX – Named Contributors

Abigael Baldoumas, Bond UK
Alison Ward, CottonConnect
Alison Merifield, Proforest
Alok Ranjan, The Power of Nutrition
Antony Karanja, BodaBoda Safety Association of Kenya
Ashley Toombs, BRAC USA
Becky Milon, The Fairtrade Foundation
Bill Omondi, The Debate Circle
Clive Webb, ACCA
Daniella Mendoza, Inclusive Business Sweden
Darian Stibbe, Partnering Initiative
Debjani Samantaray, Nutrition Connect
Deepti Tanuku, International Medical Corps
Delilah Rothenberg, Taskforce on Inequality-related Financial Disclosures (TIFD)
Derek Cook, Canadian Poverty Institute, Ambrose University
Elizabeth Vazquez, WEConnect International
Elizabeth Legrain, NO MORE Foundation
Emily Scott, Cherie Blair Foundation for Women
Emma Edwards, DOT Digital Opportunity Trust
Frank Shipper, Salisbury University, Perdue School of Business
Gökçe Nil Akar, Habitat Association
Hamish Taylor, Shinergise
Harriet Gardner, Tides
Irving Chan Gomez, B Lab Global
James Militzer, NextBillion / WDI William Davidson Institute
James Payne, Forum for the Future
James Sancho, We Make Change
Jane Pillinger, Open University
Justin Dekoszovszky, Archipel-co
Justin Perretsson, Novozymes
Katherine van Wyk, CARE International UK
Kazi Jawad Hossain, IDE
Keeva Duffey, Child Fund International
Kindra Halvorson, TechnoServe
Landiwe Mahlangu, Joe Slovo Foundation
Lauren Riley, IDE
Lisa Goldman Van Nostrand, Glideae
Lorraine Charles, Na’amal
Mandar Apte, George Mason University
Maria Luiza Apostolescu, Vantage Research Group
Martin Burt, Fundación Paraguaya / The Poverty Stoplight
Martin Muchangi, Amref Health Africa
Matthew Farmer, Emerging World
Mónica Gil-Casares Mesonero-Romanos, CODESPA Foundation
Musindo Kahonde, Zivacclimate and Raindrop Technologies Pvt
Naom Monari, Benacare
Nanine Kennedy, United States Council for International Business, USCIB
Patricia Falcón, Fundación Paraguaya
Peg Willingham, Save the Children
Rob Hefferon, Root Capital
Ruch Naware, UN’s Sanitation and Hygiene Fund (SHF)
Rudo Makoni, Canadian Poverty Institute, Ambrose University
Sabina Hyseni, UNICEF
Simon Stumpf, Ashoka
Stephanie Schmidt, Ashoka
Tamsyn Hanrahan, Save the Children
Tiarn Letourneau, Rewrite Capital Advisors
Tim Fort, Indiana University - Kelley School
Vittorio Cerulli, Purpose House
Vivine Umucye, Practical Action Rwanda
Wifag Adnan, NYU Abu Dabi campus
Will Snell, Fairness Foundation
Yaquta Fatehi, NextBillion / WDI William Davidson Institute